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Bay Area Neo Soul/R&B that jumps out and grabs ya. Think Heather Headley, Toni Braxton,En Vogue

then you got KISHa. All song vocals, lyrics and melodies, written and preformed by "Kisha" 11 MP3

Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul, URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues Details: Kisha- The Early Years Kisha Griffin has

been dazzling live audiences since she was a young girl. From a family of vocalists, Kisha sang in both

school and at church as a young girl. In her early teens, she began performing in musicals and at local

concerts all around the Bay Area. By age 13, Kisha had established herself as a professional vocalist in

the recording studio, notching numerous album credits. What initially began as a family hobby for Kisha

soon became a professional music aspiration. Kisha quickly became one of the most sought-after backup

vocalists in the San Francisco/Bay Area. Kisha - The Vocalist Kisha Griffin is an experienced singer

whose sassy, savvy contralto (her voice was classified as contralto, she can sing the high soprano notes

and the low baritone notes), the voice that is changing the face of R&B. Kisha began her professional

music career as a backup singer for many local acts and national touring performers including Daniel

Winans, Narada Michael Walden. Kisha has an impressive resume, working along side of such esteemed

artists as Angie and Debbie Winans, Julie Dexter, Amel Larrieux, Goapele and on Ledisi's Soul Singer UK

Tour. In addition, Kisha's luscious vocals can be heard on various recording projects, including the

Braxton Brothers' single "Stop Saying That", Tevin Campbell's," Don't Throw It All Away", Rasco's single,

"All I Wanna Be", as well as several songs on Varetta Heidelberg's latest project. But it wasn't until

Kisha's third performance of singing the National Anthem at Pac-Bell Park for the San Francisco Giants

did she realize it was her time to step to the forefront and begin a solo career. Kisha began performing at

various clubs around the Bay Area, giving approving audiences samples of her own written material.

Kisha's sound can best be described as unique, bold, sophisticated and melodic, driven by today's urban
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soul and funk. Kisha - The Songwriter In 1992, Kisha began what would be to be, a gift for songwriting.

Originally known as a talented and experienced vocalist, Kisha's current notoriety is also that of a

remarkable songwriter and vocal arranger. Collaborating with musicians, Kisha finds writing lyrics to be

an extension of the passion she experiences when singing. With countless songs in her catalogue, Kisha

is a highly recognized asset to any artist recording a project. With writing credits for such artists as En

Vogue, Lenny Kravitz and Rasco, Kisha's songwriting can also be heard on the song, "Loving You", for

the motion picture, "Deliver Us From Eva". Kisha - The Future Kisha likes to stay in the studio, writing and

recording new material. With a plethora of producers lobbying to work with her, Kisha continues her work

as a background singer while carefully preparing for her future as a solo artist. Musically gifted well

beyond her years, Kisha Griffin is the type of artist who makes everything, look easy. Music comes

natural to her, and she's now ready to share her fresh, new and exciting style with an eager audience. So

get ready for good music for years to come from this diva in the making. "Kisha Griffin is sure to be a

giant in the music industry". Kisha - The Performer Kisha has begun to make, the transition from back up

singer to solo artist. Her solo debut was performed at Kimball's East October 18, 2003 to a sold out

audience. She was given the opportunity to open up for Kenny Lattimore and Chante Moore. In six years

time, Kisha is the third person, to ever open up at Kimball's East, you think they know something?
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